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Factors affecting the climate

The Canal has contribution to CO2 emission, forestation, lake & river.



Canal can save 2 days trip saving CO2 emission



EEE VESSELS REDUCE 
TRASNPORT COSTS AND CO2

EMISSIONS

43

UP TO 30% REDUCTION IN COST OF 
METRIC TONNE SHIPPED

400 meters long, 59 meters wide y 73 meters high, 12.6 
meters deep

Reduce CO2 emissions by 50% per twenty-
foot-equivalent units (TEU), compared to 
industry average on the Asia-Europe trade.

Consumes approximately 35% less fuel per 
container than the 13,100 TEU vessels

Emits less grams of CO2/ton km than other 
forms of transport



GNC can pass bigger ships - less CO2 emission



Globally, the construction of the Grand Canal will reduce
32.5 million tons in annual CO2 emissions made by maritime

trade worldwide
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The avoided emissions are greater than the emissions of the countries of Central
America and comparable with those produced by countries like Switzerland
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Comparison of CO2 emissions in some countries 
and the emissions avoided by the transit of 
Mega Boats trough the Canal (thousands of 

metric tons)
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20,884

38,757
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Transporte Marítimo

Barcos que transitarán el Canal
(5% del transporte mundial)

emisiones evitadas por el Gran
Canal (Mega barcos reducen 
hasta en 50% las emisiones)

1300,000

65,000

32,500

CO2 emissions (thousand metric tons)

Fuente: Indicadores Mundiales de Desarrollo. Banco Mundial



 Without the Canal the ever increasing rate of forest degradation means that most of 
the forest will be lost within 10 to 15 years.

 With the Canal people will be better off economically and there won’t be a need to 
clear the forest and engage in subsistence farming for livelihood. We will also start 
to restore the forests.

Deforestation is still occurring
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Sedimentation – Consequence of deforestation

 Currently rivers flowing into Lake all 
carry large sediment loads

 Soil lost cause less water to go into Lake
 Sediment destroys animal life and 

vegetation
 Sediment reduces sunlight penetration 

and kills marine life
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Over the past 30 years, Lago de Nicaragua watershed has lost much of its forest 
cover to cattle grazing and agriculture. These, coupled with the slope gradients of 
the watershed, has resulted in increased rates of erosion and runoff. 13.3 tons of 
sediment per hectare are transported to Lago de Nicaragua annually (World Bank 
2013a). Increased erosion and runoff have increased Lake nutrient loadings. 

Rate of deforestation is increasing



Canal brings wealth & GON can recover environment

Reforestation,
Sewage and
Water Treatment to 
improve water 
availability and quality



Canal brings development to Nicaragua

A wealthy government can 
improve infrastructure and living 
standard of people. So, no need to 
slash and burn the forest.



Canal can protect remaining forest

 Canal will act as a buffer for Indio Maiz;
 Mesoamerican Corridor to be protected;
 Minimum impact on Caribbean palm forest.



Indio Maiz and Rio Punta Gorda are quarantined

 The Canal “barrier” provides a means of protecting the Indio Maiz
 HKND and GoN to cooperate to exclude people
 The Canal does NOT encroach into Indio Maiz anywhere
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Canal will execute massive reforestation

Reforest in the Rio Punta watershed and rehabilitation of 
degraded areas of the MesoAmerican Biological Corridor



Damage less & restore the San Miguelito Wetlands

 Currently heavily degraded
 Major restoration program agreed
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West Canal Entrance – damage less mangrove

 Canal moved further to Southeast
 Reduced impact on Mangroves 

and month of Rio Brito
 Most beach preserved
 Impact on La Anciana Marine 

Reseve minimal

 Canal moved a further 250 metres to 
Southeast (as per Expert Committee 
recommendation)

 Width of Canal footprint reduced 
 Mangrove lagoon avoided
 Impact on Mangroves minimized

Before After



Minimal damage to Palm Forest

Hydraulic dredging for excavation through Palm Forest 
to minimize impact
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Lake Nicaragua level keep natural

Due to its size, Lake Nicaragua has strong influence on local climate in 
Nicaragua. Maintaining its level keeps evaporation rate and stabilizes 
local climate. So, Canal must have good water balance.



Rainfall is adequate in the east



Water System of Canal

 Canal will use water from the Punta Gorda 
watershed that currently flows into the Caribbean

 Agua Zarca Reservoir will store additional water 
for El Nino events & climate change 

 Water diverted from east to west will maintain 
Lake water levels.



Water diversion from Rio San Juan Watershed

 Rio San Juan 
watershed is 
roughly the 
same as the 
Lake’s 
watershed

 With the Canal 
the Rio Punta 
Gorda’s
watershed will 
be added

 More water 
available for 
control of Lake 
level.

Lake Agua Zarca created to handle climate change 



3 Water saving basins save 70% of water



Keep rivers as far as possible

Ecological Flow Requirements



Preserve lower reaches of Rio Brito

 Lock location relocated to 

13km inland

 Improved foundations, 

reduced Seismic & Tsunami 

risks



Save Rio Tule & San Miguelito Wetland 

Avoiding Rio Tule and the township of El Tule added $700 million cost

 Alignment 
relocated to 
minimize impact 
on San Miguelito 
Wetland 
(RAMSAR site) 

 Preserves lower 
reaches of Rio 
Tule which is 
important for the 
wetland 

San 
Miguelito 
Wetland 



Preserve lower reaches of Rio Punta Gorda

 Indio Maiz avoided completely.
 Lower reaches of Punta Gorda avoided completely
 Canal will be clear of Rio Punta Gorda until 17KM inland
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Nothing will be wasted in this project

 Modern trailer hopper 
suction dredge

 Sucks material hydraulically 
into ship for transport  

 Ship offloads material 
to form island 



Two islands to retain soft material from Lake

Two artificial islands created to lock sediment.



Excavated material used to create Port Aguila

 Canal commit to 
maintain a 10KM wide 
corridor to protect the 
Mesoamerican 
Biological Corridor

 No other development 
in MBC

 Port Aguila located 
offshore; 

 3KM Booby Cay 
“Protection Zone”

 Possible alignment 
change to minimize 
impact on palm forests 
and lower reaches of 
Rio Punta Gorda. 



Spoil dumps convert into good farmland

Soil 

Management

 Over 30,000 hectares of new farmland from material disposal
 Land for land exchange option is available to affected people
 Nothing will be wasted in the Canal Project



Integrated Resettlement Planning possible



Canal brings hope on clean water & forest



Thank You !

We are Satisfied


